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with Optimal Rate Control
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Abstract—Recently, foveated video compression algorithms
have been proposed which, in certain applications, deliver
high-quality video at reduced bit rates by seeking to match the
nonuniform sampling of the human retina. We describe such a
framework here where foveated video is created by a nonuniform
filtering scheme that increases the compressibility of the video
stream. We maximize a new foveal visual quality metric, the foveal
signal-to-noise ratio (FSNR) to determine the best compression
and rate control parameters for a given target bit rate. Specifically,
we establish a new optimal rate control algorithm for maximizing
the FSNR using a Lagrange multiplier method defined on a curvi-
linear coordinate system. For optimal rate control, we also develop
a piecewise – (rate–distortion)/ – (rate–quantization)
model. A fast algorithm for searching for an optimal Lagrange
multiplier is subsequently presented. For the new models, we
show how the reconstructed video quality is affected, where the
FPSNR is maximized, and demonstrate the coding performance
for H.263,+,++/MPEG-4 video coding. For H.263/MPEG video
coding, a suboptimal rate control algorithm is developed for fast,
high-performance applications. In the simulations, we compare
the reconstructed pictures obtained using optimal rate control
methods for foveated and normal video. We show that foveated
video coding using the suboptimal rate control algorithm delivers
excellent performance under 64 kb/s.

Index Terms—Digital video, foveation, image compression, rate
control, video compression.

I. INTRODUCTION

V IDEO standards have always been associated with partic-
ular ranges of bit rates. In order to maximize the video

compression ratio for a given video standard, it is necessary to
use the maximum degree of quantization, typically determined
by a quantization parameter (QP) that is provided by the stan-
dard. At the maximum compression setting, the compressed bit
rate achieves the minimum bound on the number of generated
bits, which depends on the codeword density used to represent
the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients, i.e., the com-
plexity of the input image sequence. By removing unessential
spatial frequency information from a video sequence, the spatial
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redundancy decreases, due primarily to the reduction or elimi-
nation of high-frequency DCT coefficients that are deemed to
be visually unimportant. Moreover, motion compensation errors
also tend to be reduced. Because of such spatial/temporal redun-
dancy reduction, the coding efficiency is improved, and the min-
imum bound on the compressed bit rate is reduced. For example,
suppose that a CIF image sequence is compressed
to 50–1000 kb/s for a QP ranging between 31 and 1. If the bit
rate is further reduced by 40% by selectively removing some
kind of information, then the bit rate range is scaled down to
30–600 kb/s, which is a range of interest for applications where
the transmission rate is severely restricted by the channel ca-
pacity, as in wireless networks or PSTN.

Naturally, reducing the bit rate in this way has the potential
to degrade the visual fidelity in some way, depending on the
type of information that is removed. The use of other transforms,
such as wavelet methods, offers promise, but even in those do-
mains the limits of additional compression that can be obtained
is probably being probed already, and in any case, does not offer
the current advantage of standards-compliance. In this paper, we
explore the possibility of increasing compression performance,
while maintaining or even improving visual fidelity, while also
maintaining standards-compliance. We show how this can be
done in an effective way by the selective reduction of high-fre-
quency coefficients according to a nonuniform spatial law. The
method we will explore is calledfoveation.

The human retina possesses a nonuniform spatial distribution
(resolution) of photoreceptors, with highest density on that part
of the retina aligned with the visual axis: the fovea. The photore-
ceptor density rapidly decreases with distance away (“eccen-
tricity”) from the fovea, hence the local visual frequency band-
width also falls away. Subjective image quality can be measured,
to some degree, as a function of viewing distance, resolution,
picture size, and the contrast sensitivity of the human eye [1],
[2].

Recently, very sophisticated commercial eye trackers
(head-mounted or desktop) have become available that either
track an infrared (IR) reflection of the retina, or directly detect
and track the pupil image [3]–[5]. Using an eye tracker, the
point of visual fixation can be determined in real-time and
delivered over an end-to-end visual communication system.
Several real-time/nonreal-time visual communication systems
associated with eye trackers have already been proposed and
demonstrated in the field of visual communications (wireless
video phones, video conferencing systems, web-news, web-ad-
vertisement, and personal communication systems) as well as
virtual reality (virtual space teleconferencing, virtual three-di-
mensional games, computer-aided design, remote telepresence,
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remote training systems, and remote surgery) [6]–[10]. In
addition to the eye tracker, an interactive approach using a
mouse is also feasible. It is also possible that an automatic
algorithm could be used which selects a “best” or “likely”
fixation point [11].

We define the fixation point of a displayed digital image to
be that point which intersects the visual axis, viz., to which a
human observer is directing his/her visual attention. We will
use the fixation point as a reference point for calculating local
spatial image bandwidths. We will also create a modified image,
from which undetectable high visual frequencies are removed
(given a fixation point) which will be termed thefoveated
image. Fig. 2(a) shows an original image, and Fig. 2(b) shows
a foveated version of the original image. The fixation point
is also indicated on the image; given an appropriate viewing
distance, and assuming that the viewer fixates at the indicated
point, the image appears normal. By removing such invisible
information, it becomes possible to increase compression
performance without sacrificing visual quality, provided that
the fixation point can be discovered and tracked.

The first foveated true video compression scheme that
we are aware of was reported in [12], using an effective but
nonstandard-compliant basis coding algorithm. The practical
use of eye-tracking hardware in concert with a foveated
compression algorithm is demonstrated in [4]. An MPEG-com-
pliant foveated compression scheme was reported in [13].
MPEG and H.263-compliant video compression algorithms
were demonstrated in [14] and used in the development of an
automated algorithm for assessing the quality of foveated video
streams using a human visual model [1], [15], [16]. In [14],
[17], and [18], we demonstrated reduction of the computational
overhead in implementations of real-time video processing
algorithms such as foveation filtering, motion estimation,
motion compensation, and video rate control. In addition, we
have presented a prototype end-to-end video communications
system suitable for human interactive multimedia applications
over wireless channels [19]–[21].

In this paper, we exploit foveation as a tool for exploring
methods for optimal rate control of foveated video, since it
exhibits the advantages of standards-compliance, low coding
complexity, algorithmic simplicity, and, when utilized properly,
high-fidelity performance. Most so-called optimal rate control
algorithms attempt to maximize the SNR under a rate constraint
by using a Lagrange multiplier method. However, current rate
control methods do not necessarily provide for the best resource
allocation in terms of subjective video quality. In [6], [22], and
[23], we defined the foveal signal-to-noise ratio (FSNR) as an
objective video quality criterion that matches the nonuniform
spatial resolution of the human visual system. The FSNR is an
objective way to measure subjective image quality in the sense
that it exploits more known information about the receiver.
Maximizing the FSNR instead of the SNR for a given target bit
rate provides for perceptually better-quality video (or reduced
bit rate at an equivalent visual quality), as demonstrated in [24].

The main contributions of the paper are as follows. We
explore the coordinate transformation approach to foveated
imaging. In this approach, a foveated image can be mapped into
an image that has been uniformly sampled, allowing analysis

to proceed without considering the superimposed variable local
bandwidth. We develop a new optimal rate control algorithm for
maximizing the FSNR using a Lagrange multiplier technique
cast in a curvilinear coordinate system. For efficient algorithm
implementations, a piecewise – (rate–distortion)/ –
(rate–quantization) model is described. Based on these models,
a fast iterative algorithm for searching for an optimal Lagrange
multiplier is presented. For applications requiring very
low bit rate video coding (e.g., under 64 kb/s), we present a
suboptimal rate control algorithm which is able to adapt to the
normal/modified quantization mode defined in H.263. In order
to measure the performance gain, we define compression gains
due to foveation filtering and nonuniform quantization. In the
simulations, we obtain compression gains ranging from 8% to
52% for I pictures and from 7% to 68% for P pictures.

II. FOVEATION COMPRESSION BYFILTERING

A. Image/Video Representation over Curvilinear Coordinates

Suppose there exists a coordinate transform
where the superscript denotes

transpose. If a one-to-one correspondence exists between
and , where and are continuous and

uniquely invertible, then are called “two-dimensional
(2-D) curvilinear coordinates.” Then, theJacobian of the
coordinate transformation is .

We make the following notation for the stages of processing
that occur between the camera and the human eye, as shown
in Fig. 1, where are the Cartesian coordinates,

are the curvilinear coor-
dinates, is the original image displayed on the monitor,

is the reconstructed (decompressed) image displayed
on the monitor, is the image formed on the human eye,

is the image of in the curvilinear coordinates,
is the foveated image of , and finally, is the

image of in the curvilinear coordinates. The relationships
between the various images are given by ,

, , where
denotes the process offoveation filteringin the continuous

spatial domain, as given below in Definition 3. Fig. 2 shows
an example of an original image against a foveated image over
Cartesian coordinates and over curvilinear coordinates.

We now define terms associated with the frequency domain
analysis. Let be continuous 2-D frequency. For

, , let and be a 2-D signal and its Fourier
transform. When is band-limited within a circle of radius

in the frequency domain, for , then
is an -band-limited signal, i.e., . Then, we

write , where is the space of -band-limited
signals. From the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem [25],
the function can be reconstructed from samples generated
by a sampling matrix that avoids aliasing.

Definition 1: Locally band-limited signals.For a given 2-D
signal , suppose that . Then,

is a locally band-limited signalwith respect
to the coordinate system and radial frequency , where

is the space of locally band-limited signals.
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Fig. 1. Image representation.

Definition 2: Local bandwidth for one-dimensional
signal. Suppose that a locally band-limited one-dimensional
signal is mapped into where

. Thelocal bandwidth is defined in terms
of the coordinate system according to

(1)

In the 2-D case, we can use the Whittaker-Shannon sampling
theorem to reconstruct the 2-D signal from its
samples taken at the sampling points defined in terms of
sampling matrix . These sampling points correspond to the
nonuniform samples of taken at . At the point

, the local sampling density is given by the product
of . Thus, for any given sampling matrix ,
the sampling density of is where .
Therefore, for the 2-D signal , the local band-
width is proportional to the local sampling density

(2)

Let , , and be the global bandwidth of the orig-
inal image, the foveated image, and the image corresponding
to the foveated image in curvilinear coordinates, respectively.
Then, , , , , and ,

. For a given sampling matrix , the digital
2-D frequency is given by . When
is a sampling point in Cartesian coordinates, the discrete im-
ages corresponding to the above functions are , ,

, , , and . Let , and
denote the normalized bandwidth. Then, ,
, , , and ,
.

The magnitudes of the global bandwidths, and
depend on the picture size in the continuous domain. In

Fig. 2(b), it can be observed that the local bandwidth
varies with respect to the foveation point. In the frame memory,
the image is sampled and stored. Since the maximum normal-
ized frequency in the discrete domain is 0.5, , and

. Fig. 2(d) shows the foveated image in curvilinear
coordinates where and . The region
where the local bandwidth is equal to is not changed

after the coordinate transformation, while the region where the
local bandwidth is reduced in proportion to the
magnitude of . Thus, area is unchanged near the center
of the foveation point and contracts away from the foveation
point toward the periphery. After the coordinate transforma-
tion, it is shown that the local bandwidth of the foveated image
in Fig. 2(d) is globally uniform over curvilinear coordinates.
Fig. 2(c) shows the original “News” image in curvilinear co-
ordinates. In the image, we do not apply any low-pass filtering
before the coordinate transformation. Thus, it can be seen that
spatial frequency increases toward the periphery.

The image is obtained from the orignal image using
ideal foveation filtering, which is also obtained from .

Definition 3: Ideal foveation filtering.Let
be the projection of onto . Let be the coordi-
nate transformation: . Let be an
ideal low-pass filter with radial cutoff frequency . Then, the
ideal foveation filtered image is where

.
For ideal foveation filtering, the band-limited signal

is the corresponding locally band-limited signal
. An example of the image is an expanded

version of Fig. 2(c). The image is obtained from
the original image by the inverse curvilinear coordinate
transformation. The region is expanded from the original image
according to the local bandwidth. Thus, the region centered at
the foveation point is expanded more than the periphery. Then,
an ideal low-pass filter with cutoff frequency is applied as

. Since the region around the foveation point is ex-
panded such that the local bandwidth is less than, local spa-
tial information is not lost by the low-pass filtering. However,
spatial information over the peripheral region is removed in-
versely proportional to the area expansion. After taking the co-
ordinate transformation , the image size returns to the
original image size in Fig. 2(b) and the image becomes the
foveated image .

In practice, an ideal foveation filter can be approximated
using a bank of low-pass filters. Let be the original
image region displayed on the monitor andbe the associated
area. Each position vectorin the region is given by .
Then, the foveation filtered image is
where .

In the discrete domain, the discrete image is obtained
from the original image after sampling at . For example,
let be the number of sampling pixels in the horizontal line
of the image and be the length of the horizontal line image
size. Suppose a pixel forms a square with the length of each
side . Then, set the sampling frequency .
At the th sampling point , the unit area is

, and the area of the
image is where is the number of pixels in
the image. Therefore, the foveated image can be obtained
by

(3)

where and is an approxima-
tion to an ideal lowpass filter with bandwidth .
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2. Original and foveated “News” images. (a) Original “News” image in Cartesian coordinates:o(x) 2 B ; o(x ) 2 B where! = �: (b) Foveated
“News” image in Cartesian coordinates:v(x) 2 B ; v(x ) 2 B where
 � 
 and! � �: (c) Original “News” image in curvilinear
coordinates. (d)Foveated “News” image in curvilinear coordinates:z(�(x)) 2 B ; z(�(x )) 2 B where! = �: (e) Foveated image “News” with three
foveation points. (f) Local bandwidth.

B. Nonuniform Sampling Theorem

Let a foveated image be mapped into a image
in the coordinate system . The foveated

image can be perfectly reconstructed by the uniform sam-
pling matrix , which avoids any aliasing effects in the curvi-
linear coordinates because of the following nonuniform
sampling theorem. For example, Fig. 2(b) can be reconstructed
by using the uniformly sampled points of Fig. 2(d) over the
curvilinear coordinates. However, it is impossible to reconstruct
the original image in Fig. 2(a) using the uniformly sampled
points of Fig. 2(c) because of aliasing effects.

After mapping Cartesian coordinates into curvilinear coor-
dinates, the Nyquist sampling frequency can be calculated by
the uniform sampling theorem on curvilinear coordinates. Sim-
ilarly, a locally band-limited signal can be reconstructed from a
set of uniform sampling points on curvilinear coordinates whose

sampling frequency is greater than the Nyquist frequency. This
follows from the nonuniform sampling theorem [26], [27].

The2-Duniformsampling theoremisdescribedas follows: for
, , is reconstructed from the sampling

points , where is a sampling matrix which
does not cause aliasing in the discrete frequency domain. Then

(4)
where is the transpose matrix of . Let denote discrete
frequency for discrete signals. Then, the Fourier transform of

becomes

(5)

where , and is the identity matrix.
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The 2-D nonuniform sampling theorem is developed on
the curvilinear coordinate system. If the sampling frequency
is greater than the Nyquist frequency along each axis, then
aliasing will not occur on curvilinear coordinates either. Of
course, the sampling points on the curvilinear coordinates
generally correspond to nonperiodic points on Cartesian co-
ordinates. From the nonuniform sampling points, the original
function can be reconstructed by

(6)

where and is the sampling matrix corre-
sponding to .

Since the bandwidth of the foveated image is less than
, the foveated image can also be reconstructed by using the

sampling matrix . In the foveated image, sampling at the
rate determined by in Cartesian coordinates corresponds to
a nonperiodic sampling rate which is always greater than
for each coordinate. Therefore, can be always recon-
structed from the sampling points using .

C. Target Bit Allocation in Curvilinear Coordinates

Given a curvilinear coordinate system, the locally band-lim-
ited (foveated) image is resampled into a new image which is
globally band-limited. Suppose that the number of bits that is
generated over some infinitesimal region of the curvilinear co-
ordinate system is proportional to the area of the corresponding
infinitesimal region in the rectangular Cartesian coordinate
system (uniform domain). Then, the number of target bits
required for the foveated image can be equally allocated into
each unit region in the uniform domain, in proportion to the
mapping ratio. Thus, the target bits are nonuniformly allocated
according to the mapping ratio of the foveated image.

Let be a spatial region of one frame of the original
video sequence, and displayed on a monitor over the spatial
domain, and be the associated area of this region. Denote

and as the corresponding region and area of the
image over the domain. Then

(7)

Now assume that the discrete function is obtained by
sampling at the sampling points . Suppose that each
pixel is a square with side length. The unit area with respect
to the th sampling point is then

, and the total area of the image is the sum of each unit
area: where is the total number of pixels
in a picture frame. Since is constant, is independent of ,
and . Hence where

and is the unit region. Fig. 2(d) shows
the foveated image in the curvilinear coordinates where

and . The area in Fig. 2(d) becomes
which is unchanged near the center of the foveation point and
decreases from the foveation point toward the periphery relative
to the area in Fig. 2(b). Since the th pixel also corre-
sponds to theth pixel of the th macroblock, it can be denoted

. Let and be the number of macroblocks in
a picture and the number of pixels in each macroblock, respec-
tively. Then, becomes . The
corresponding area of theth macroblock in curvilinear coordi-
nates is . If we allocate the target bits
into each macroblock according to the value of, the number
of bits allotted to the th macroblock is . In
the foveated image, the local bandwidth depends on the nonuni-
form sampling density that corresponds to the uniform sampling
density in curvilinear coordinates. Let be a sampling ma-
trix with the local bandwidth at the th point where

. Assuming that is in proportion to the sam-
pling density, then

(8)

where and are constants.
The allocated rate is obtained from the area ratio over

the uniform spatial domain. However, in real image/video pro-
cessing systems, the number of generated bits depends on the
coding factor as well as the area ratio. Therefore, for a practical
rate control implementation, it should be represented as a func-
tion of the local bandwidth such as not exactly as

. Then,

(9)

D. Foveated Image/Video Quality Assessment

In [6] and [22], a quality assessment metric called foveal
weighted signal-to-noise ratio (FWSNR) was defined. In the
metric, the foveal weighting metric was utilized to take into
account the spatial variation of visual resolution according to the
direction of gaze in addition to the contrast sensitivity function
(CSF). Since the foveal weighting metric effectively mea-
sures spatially-varying additive noise, the quality measurements
made by the FWSNR and the FSNR can more accurately eval-
uate the localized visual quality when foveation is used [6], [22].

Under assumption (8), the foveal mean square error (FMSE)
for discrete image frames is

FMSE (10)

and the FPSNR is

FPSNR
FMSE

(11)

where is a compressed version of an original image frame
, or where is a compressed version of a foveated

image frame . Here, we describe a new optimal rate con-
trol algorithm based on the above quality criteria.

E. Spatial Compression Gain

1) Visual Entropy: As a simple notation, we use to rep-
resent i.e., the value of the original image. Sinceis an
analog value, the cumulative distribution is obtained by

where is a continuous random variable
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and is the probability function. Let be a probability den-
sity function of . Then, the differential entropy [28]
becomes

(12)

where is the image region in Cartesian coordinates. The en-
tropy is the minimum average number of bits needed
to describe a random variable for the image. If human fixa-
tion points are uniformly distributed over the image at a normal
viewing distance, then the foveated image becomes the orig-
inal image i.e., . If the fixation points are nonuni-
formly distributed, then the foveated image cannot be the orig-
inal image i.e., . In the previous section, it was
shown that can be mapped onto a uniform
resolution image using curvilinear coordinates

. As a further simple notation, let be the value
of the image . Then, the cumulative distribution is given by

. Then, the visual entropy is defined
as follows.

Definition 4: (visual entropy) is the differential
entropy of a foveated image over curvilinear coordinates, i.e.,
the minimum average number of bits required to describe a
random variable over curvilinear coordinates associated with
the foveation points. Thus

(13)

where is the region over curvilinear coordinates.
If is projected onto the space , then the

local bandwidth for both images and becomes the
same. Thus, we can assume that in is equal to
in and . The total entropy is obtained by

for and for where and are
the associated area. Then, the total saved entropy is a function
of the area difference and expressed by where

. The saved entropy relative to the total original entropy
becomes the mapping gain over curvilinear coordinates:

.
The differential entropy can be expressed by the discrete en-

tropy [28]. Suppose that the discrete value is uniformly sampled
and then quantized from and . Let and be the
total number of sampling points over and . If we use
the same QP for both images, then the mapping gain is expressed
by .

In real video, it is difficult to use as the compression gain
since the area ratio is not proportional to the ratio of generated
bits, and the probability density functions ( and ) de-
pend on the image sequence. Further, video processing is a non-
linear operation so the generated bits cannot be obtained by any
linear operation. The quantization errors measured over Carte-
sian coordinates map to different quantization errors over curvi-
linear coordinates. Thus, it is difficult to measure the saved en-
tropy associated with the QPs. Finally, the quantization yields
different distortions because each macroblock is mapped into a
different area over curvilinear coordinates.

2) Compression Gain:The coding gain is obtained by
removing high frequencies in a graded fashion away from

fixation, while maintaining a high picture resolution over the
foveated region. When high-frequency components occur in
macroblocks around the periphery of fixation, foveation fil-
tering effectively removes them without creating visual artifacts
or distortions. Conversely, if high-frequency components exist
within the fovea area, then more bits can be assigned, leading to
potential improvements in picture quality. Therefore, the com-
pression gain in a real system is obtained by two major factors.
One is foveation filtering which yields the saved entropy. The
other is nonuniform quantization which maximizes the FSNR
subject to a rate constraint over the curvilinear coordinates. The
compression gain afforded by foveation filtering is defined by
the following.

Definition 5: (compression gain due to foveation fil-
tering). Let and be the discrete versions of the
original image and the reconstructed (decompressed) image,
and let and be the foveated versions of and

, respectively. Also, let be the number of generated
bits when is compressed to using QP , and
be the number of generated bits when is compressed to

using QP . Then, the compression gain is

subject to (14)

The goal of foveation in an image/video compression algorithm
is ordinarily to create an image that appears the same as the orig-
inal, provided that the fixation point of the eye coincides with
the selected foveation point in the algorithm. The compression
gain (14) is obtained using the fact that the visual quality for
both and is assumed to be the same when .

Since video standards utilize a macroblock pixels
as a coding unit, it is unnatural to compress the foveated image
over curvilinear coordinates. The distortion over curvilinear co-
ordinates can be measured on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Using a La-
grange multiplier, an optimal bit allocation over curvilinear co-
ordinates can be accomplished for single or multiple foveation
points. The additional compression gain due to the nonuniform
quantization is as follows.

Definition 6: (compression gain due to nonuniform quan-
tization). Let and be the obtained FPSNR using a constant
QP for the images and . Suppose that the
FPSNR , the rate for and the FPSNR , the rate
for are obtained using a nonuniform quantization. Then,
the compression gain for the image is defined as

subject to (15)

and the compression gain for the image is defined as

subject to (16)

Thus, the total compression gain for foveated video becomes

subject to and (17)

and for regular video.
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III. OPTIMAL RATE CONTROL FORFOVEATED VIDEO

A. Optimal Rate Control in Curvilinear Coordinates

Let , , and be the rate, distortion, and QP
of the th macroblock. Let be the number of macroblocks
in a picture. The QPs for coding macroblocks consist of a
quantization state vector . Suppose that

target bits are assigned to the picture. Then the optimal
rate control is to find the state vector which minimizes the
overall distortion: subject to the rate
constraint . By introducing a La-
grange multiplier , the constrained problem can be defined
and solved.

For ranging from 0 to , an optimal quantization state
vector is obtained which minimizes the Lagrangian cost
function while satisfying the rate
constraint

(18)

where is the Lagrangian cost function for theth mac-
roblock and is the optimal QP which minimizes as-
sociated with the optimal Lagrange multiplier. Let be a
set of allowable QPs. In MPEG/H.263 video coding, the set
consists of positive integers from 1 to 31, and is the set of

.
In Cartesian coordinates, the distortion of theth macroblock

is obtained by the mean square error (MSE) between
the original image and the reconstructed image after
coding with . Suppose that and are foveated ver-
sions of image frames and , respectively. In curvi-
linear coordinates, the normalized distortion is given by

(19)

where is the number of pixels in a macroblock and
is the th pixel in the th macroblock. Under assump-

tion (8), (19) becomes
.

B. Exponential Expression for Rate–Distortion over
Curvilinear Coordinates

The – function for a zero-mean, normally-distributed
source with variance is [28]

.
(20)

In MPEG/H.263 video coding, an exponential expression is
widely used for the – model

(21)

where and are free variables. Applying this exponential
form to the case of foveated video, the normalized variance
in curvilinear coordinates is obtained

(22)

with

(23)

where
number of blocks in a macroblock consisting of
four luminance blocks and two color blocks;
number of pixels in a block;
th luminance pixel value of theth block, which

is a gray level value in I pictures and a differential
value in P or B pictures.

C. Hierarchical Piece-Wise Rate–Distortion Model

To achieve optimal rate control, we characterize the–
function in each macroblock for all . Therefore, we en-
code each macroblock several times in order to estimate the

– relation. To implement the optimal rate control algorithm
efficiently, it is necessary to minimize the encoding time. In this
paper, a hierarchical piece-wise (HPW)– model is intro-
duced to enable efficient optimal rate control. If we assume that
the Lagrange multiplier monotonically decreases in propor-
tion to the rate, then the optimal value can be found along
a local piece of the – curve constructed by all . Via
this HPW – model, we can construct the local– curve,
including , hence reducing the computation load. Of course,
this model can be applied for uniform video coding on Cartesian
coordinates, as well as to foveated video coding on curvilinear
coordinates.

In order to obtain the – function, we employ the expo-
nential model (21). One of the main advantages of this model
is that computational redundancy can be reduced using only
two variables , and the variance of macroblock is also
used as one parameter in the model. Due to nonlinear effects
in video coding, the global – curve for each macroblock is
more heavily damped than the curve expressed by the model
with two variables . To achieve more accurate modeling,
the global – function must be obtained by several piece-wise
local – functions, which are individually modeled by (21).

Given two reference quantization parameters (RQPs)and
, a piece-wise – curve which represents the– func-

tion for is generated. For this piece-wise curve,
and are, respectively, calculated according to

(24)

(25)

Fig. 3(a) shows that a piece-wise– curve is constructed
with the two RQPs , and that the curve expresses the
real – function with increased accuracy. If the optimal value
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Optimal QP selection. (a)r � d curve construction. (b) QP level. (c) Lagrange multiplier versus QP.

is not found on this – curve, then another local –
curve is iteratively constructed incorporated into the current
curve until is found.

D. Rate–Quantization Model

Suppose that we encode a macroblock with and ,
and obtain the rate and distortion values , ,

, and , and we construct the local– curve
with and from (24) and (25). In order to estimate
for , either the – (rate–quantization) or the

– (distortion quantization) relation must be specified. The
– – relation can be more precisely estimated using the
– model.
In MPEG/H.263 video, the rate is more predictable and is

monotonic with the QP compared to the distortion. Here, the
– function is obtained by the slope of the– curve. Given

two reference quantizers , define for
where

.
From (21), the slope of the – curve at each becomes

. Therefore, the re-
lation – for is

where

(26)

Using (21), .

E. Hierarchical Piecewise – Model

The HPW – curve is constructed based on a reference
level, which is needed to decide a RQP at each coding instant.
Thus, each has a specified level. Let be the quanti-
zation set for the th level and be the th QP in the
level. If consists of levels, then

. The local – curve is constructed based on a top–down
method from level 1 to level . Given the number of target bits

, two RQPs and are initially selected for
. The next time, is used

to search for , according to the hierarchical structure of.
The number of QPs at each level and the maximum level

are important factors for achieving a fast convergence. In par-
ticular, the QP is chosen to characterize the global

– curve with a low resolution. Therefore, the method for

constructing is another factor to be considered for reducing
the convergence time. In MPEG/H.263 video coding, the rate
rapidly increases for small QPs. In order to characterize such
abrupt rate changes for small QPs, the set must be well or-
ganized. The set , is constructed from the set by
a top–down approach: .

Therefore, for two consecutive and ,
the maximum level is decided by

(27)

where the function rounds the input value to the next largest
integer. For example, when and

, the level of each QP is obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Now let be a piecewise – curve between

and as constructed in (21), (24), and (25). For example, when
, then is obtained. Then,

a QP which minimizes , is
selected. If there exists and , the
next RQP becomes . After coding with , is
replaced by and . In a similar way, an
RQP in the higher level set is selected and the HPW– curve
is constructed until a prescribed level is attained.

F. Convergence to an Optimal Lagrange Multiplier

An optimal Lagrange multiplier is iteratively searched for
by sweeping along the – curves. From the slope of – ,
the corresponding is obtained by . At
the th iteration, denote and as the state vectors whose
components are and , respectively, for . Then,

, and the range of can be found by the
following lemma.

Lemma 1: Assume that the monotonic property is satisfied:
if , then and

. Let and ,
, and suppose that . Then there exists in

.
Proof: Since , then

and

(28)

The biased Lagrangian cost is
. The deriva-

tive of with respect to is
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. Since
, .

At the optimal Lagrange multiplier ,
which yields . From (28),

and by the
monotonic property, . Thus, there exists an
optimal value which meets the constraint
on the bound of .

In order to find the optimal Lagrange multiplier , a refer-
ence Lagrange multiplier is selected in the range

. Then, the rate difference is

(29)

where is a constant. For a given Lagrange multiplier
vector for all macroblocks, suppose that
where is the sum of rates for all macroblocks at .
Then, . From (29),

. The optimal Lagrange multi-
plier is obtained by sweeping from to . When
approaches to , converges to zero: .

Given , assume that .
If , the rate bound of with respect to
is for , and

for . Therefore, for
, and for .

When for ,
can be found by the following method. Let

be the search range for at the th iteration which is given
by . When , set

, , and . Then,
. Conversely, when

, we set , , and
. Generally,

. Therefore, and .
Since the value of each is discrete, each is not equal

to , and we obtain approximately.
In very low bit rate video coding, tends to approach
to satisfy a rate constraint. Since is maximum when QP is
31, is thresholded to (31) which can be less than . In
such a case, it is difficult to find an– relation around , and
to expect a good performance improvement using an optimal
rate control. However, in foveated video coding, the minimum
bound of the bit rate is lower than that of normal video coding.
Thus, the optimal value exists near a median value between

and , so that the performance improvement should be
larger than in normal (nonfoveated) video coding.

G. Iterative Convergence Algorithm

From the monotonic property of the– function proved in
Lemma 1, estimates ofconverge to optimal within a limited
encoding time instead of sweepingfrom 0 to . In order to
reduce the encoding time while maintaining the rate constraint,
an iterative convergence algorithm is employed. The desired op-
timal constant slope value is not known prior to coding, and
it is dependent on the desired target budget. The procedure for
finding the value is encapsulated in the following steps.

Step 1) Allocate target bits into each macroblock. Letbe
the number of assigned bits for theth macroblock
for the first iteration.

Step 2) Search two RQPs and which satisfy
, and calculate

and .
Step 3) Construct a piece-wise– curve for the level 1

using (24) and (25).
Step 4) Repeat Step 1–Step 3 to a specified level and con-

struct – curves using the HPW algorithm.
Step 5) Find for minimizing .
Step 6) Calculate a Lagrange multiplier

.
Step 7) Based on , obtain a Lagrange multiplier for all

macroblocks in a picture.
Step 8) Find for minimizing .

This iterative procedure (Step 1–Step 8) is continued until
the rate constraint is satisfied. After convergence, and

which is the optimal QP of theth macroblock. The
optimal QP vector consists of for .

H. Suboptimal Rate Control in H.263 Video Coding

To achieve optimal rate control on curvilinear coordinates, the
FMSE in (10) must be minimized. The normalized distortion in
(19) is proportional to the Jacobian of the coordinate transfor-
mation. Since the magnitude of the Jacobian is less than or equal
to one, the distortion along curvilinear coordinates is always less
than, or equal to the distortion on Cartesian coordinates. The
distortion along curvilinear coordinates is generally reduced in
proportional to the transform ratio.

Fig. 3(c) shows an example of the variation of the Lagrange
multiplier magnitude in an original macroblock, and the corre-
sponding low-pass filtered macroblock with respect to the QP.
For a given QP, the magnitude of the Lagrange multiplier in
curvilinear coordinates is much less than that in Cartesian coor-
dinates due to the abovementioned factors. The Lagrange mul-
tiplier in the low-pass filtered macroblock also slowly varies
according to the QP as compared to the original macroblock.
Therefore, the ratio of the distortion rate relative to the bit rate
is much higher in the original macroblock. In other words, the
lowpass filtered macroblock is less sensitive to changes in the
QP than is the original macroblock. In foveated video coding,
since the high-frequency components in the background are re-
moved, a large QP may be used without degrading performance.

Next, we develop an approach for suboptimal rate control.
First, we find an optimal QP set from the proposed iterative
procedure, under the assumption that the QP difference is zero.
Here, we denote as the optimal QP of theth macroblock,
and as the obtained rate using the model.

Let be a macroblock index set. The set consists of mac-
roblock indices whose average local bandwidth is less than a
threshold . Then, determine a QPwhich is the minimum
QP that satisfies the following rate constraint for macroblocks
in where is generated bits
in real video coding, and in the simulation.

Finally, we find the QPs for macroblocks which are not in
. Assume that the (increasing) rate of change of the Lagrange
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cost function , with respect to the change in the QP is propor-
tional to the average local frequency of each macroblock. Since
the value of is minimum at for , we must maintain the
value without change to obtain the minimum Lagrange cost
function. Thus, we determine the QPs for the remaining mac-
roblocks in descending order of average local bandwidth. In the
normal quantization mode, the dynamic range of the current QP
is limited by the QP values of the previous macroblocks. Let

and be the index of the current macroblock and the adja-
cent previous macroblock, respectively. Since the coding order
can be backward or forward according to the local bandwidth,
we must consider the adjacent previous macroblock indexfor
both directions. Then, the allowed range ofis

(30)

In the modified quantization mode, we can choose any QP
value for the current macroblock. Then, we selectwhich min-
imizes for a given set of available quantizers while satis-
fying the rate constraint

(31)

where is a previously coded macroblock index set. To calcu-
late , we use the optimal Lagrange multiplier obtained
by Step 8.

I. Real-Time Rate Control in H.263 Video

Section III-H focuses on developing standard compatible rate
coding schemes usingnormal modeandmodified mode. When
using the rate–distortion model, it is possible to reduce the
number of encodings to obtain an optimal Lagrange multiplier

. Nevertheless, it is necessary to develop very simple coding
algorithms for real-time embedded systems by using one-time
encoding. This paper focuses on how well visual quality can
be improved by optimal rate control based on the quality
criterion FPSNR rather than PSNR, and on developing standard
compatible optimal-rate control algorithms.

By exploiting the nonuniform resolution property of the
retina, it is possible to implement a very simple rate control
algorithm. Defining the local bandwidth to be circularly
symmetric with respect to a foveation point, with maximum at
the foveation point, it is possible to construct a set of circularly
symmetric QPs. In other words, a minimum QP is decided at
the foveation point, then the rest of the QPs are determined
using the minimum QP and the average value of the local
bandwidth. This method can be also generalized for the gen-
eration of foveated videos that have multiple foveation points.
Furthermore, it is possible to reduce the coding redundancy
due toDQUANT information as long as both the encoder and
the decoder use a protocol that constructs such a circularly
symmetric QP set. In other words, the encoder only sends
single/multi-foveation points and the associated minimum QP
values. The decoder then constructs the set of QPs according
to the protocol. In this way it is possible to reduce operational
redundancies at low bit rates and also afford high visual quality.

Let be the minimum QP value and be the QP of the
th macroblock. Then, is given by

(32)

where is the average local bandwidth of theth macroblock
and . If is the maximum discrete frequency 0.5, then

. Then, the decoder can reconstruct the QPusing
(32).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Optimal Rate Control Based on H.263 Video

In our simulations with H.263 video coding, a reference
frame rate of 30, two skip frames, and a target frame rate of
10 are used. To measure P picture quality, we use the previous
original image as a reference image for current P pictures.
To demonstrate the efficacy of foveated video compared to
normal video, optimal rate control using Lagrange multiplier
is implemented for minimizing the MSE or the FMSE in (10).
The codeword due to the QP difference is not counted at the
following four methods.

Method 1: Optimal rate control for minimizing the MSE be-
tween the original image and the recon-
structed image .

Method 2: Optimal rate control for minimizing the FMSE
between and .

Method 3: Optimal rate control for minimizing the MSE be-
tween the foveated image of the original
image and the reconstructed image
of .

Method 4: Optimal rate control for minimizing the FMSE
between and .

Fig. 4 shows the coded images for a given compression ratio
( , i.e., 36.13 kb) in the above four methods. Be-
cause Method 1 minimizes the MSE in Cartesian coordinates,
the PSNR in Method 1 is higher than that in Method 2. How-
ever, the FPSNR in Method 1 is lower than that in Method 2,
i.e., when we focus our attention on the fixation point from
an appropriate distance, the quality of the reconstructed image
using Method 2 is better. In Method 4, the FPSNR is the largest
compared to the other methods, and provides the best subjective
quality for foveated video, at least in this case. Fig. 4(d) shows
that the reconstructed image around the foveation point is sim-
ilar in quality to the original image.

B. Performance Measurement of the HPW Model

To measure the performance of the HPW model, we simulate
the following two cases.

• Ideal RC:we obtain and for all and
decide the optimal QP set for a given rate constraint.

• Approximate RC:we code each macroblock with the QPs
of levels 1 and 2, where the QP number of those levels
is 7, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Based on the piece-wise–
model, the values of and for levels higher than
2 are estimated. Then, the set is obtained in the same
way as the first method.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Optimal rate control for an I picture in “News” CIF image (bpp= 0:36, i.e., 36.13 kb/s). (a) Method 1: PSNR= 30:10; FPSNR= 29:54: (b) Method
2: PSNR= 30:05; FPSNR= 30:45: (c) Method 3: PSNR= 34:94; FPSNR= 33:53: (d) Method 4: PSNR= 33:92; FPSNR= 35:01:

The piece-wise – model demonstrates exact –
estimation. The FPSNR and the PSNR using the approximate
rate control are nearly identical to those in using the ideal rate
control.

For optimal rate control, the iteration number for finding the
optimal state vector is measured. Here, it is assumed that
the monotonic properties of rate and distortion relative toare
satisfied. When we approximately code the macroblock from
level 2, the coding number is always less than five.

C. Performance Measurement for Suboptimal Rate Control

For H.263 video coding, the number of bits allocated to con-
secutive QP differencing must be considered. When the number
of generated bits due to the QP difference is ignored, then the
reconstructed picture quality using the optimal rate control be-
comes an upper bound on the coding performance. To compare
the performance relative to the optimal rate control, the fol-
lowing coding methods are employed.

• Normal video:In order to maximize the compression ratio,
the original image sequence is coded by .

• Constant q:For the foveated image sequence, constant QP
is decided for each picture. The transmission rate is set to
the average rate innormal video.

• Normal Q mode:The foveated image sequence is coded by
using the suboptimal rate control algorithm in curvilinear
coordinates with the normal quantization mode.

• Modified Q mode:The foveated image sequence is coded
by using the suboptimal rate control algorithm in curvi-
linear coordinates with the modified quantization mode.

• Optimal in CV:Optimal rate control for minimizing the
FMSE for the foveated image sequence. In this method,
we do not consider the number of generated bits due to
the QP difference so that the performance of this method
can be used as the upper bound of the above four methods.
On the other hand, the QP difference is taken into account
in the above four methods.

When the QP is set to 31 for the 30 frames of the “News”
CIF image sequence (with two skip frames), the number of
generated bits is 35.4 kb for the I picture and the coding rate
is 29.3 kb/s for the following P pictures. These rates are used
as the target rates for the foveated video. The reconstructed
picture quality and the average values are shown in Fig. 5 and
Table I. The ratio PSNR/FPSNR for normal video coding is
3 dB less than that of the foveated video coding. A trade-off
between the PSNR and the FPSNR is shown among the rate
control methods. The PSNR of the optimal rate control method
is the lowest, even if the number of bits due to the QP differ-
ence is not counted, but the FPSNR of this method is an upper
bound in curvilinear coordinates. Because of the flexibility in
changing the QP value, the FPSNR for rate control using the
modified quantization mode is improved to 0.6 dB compared to
the normal quantization mode. The average FPSNR for subop-
timal rate control using the modified quantization mode is 0.3
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Reconstructed picture quality/transmission rate of P-pictures according to the rate control methods in H.263, where the allocation bandwidth is 29.3 kb/s
for P-pictures and 354 kb for the first I picture. (a) PSNR versus frame no. (b) FPSNR versus frame no. (c) Generated bits versus frame no.

TABLE I
AVERAGE VALUE OF PSNR/FPSNRFOR H.263 VIDEO AT 29.3 kb/sFOR P-PICTURES AND 354 kbFOR THEFIRST I PICTURE

dB less than the upper bound of the FPSNR. The number of bits
generated for P pictures using the various rate control methods
are shown in Fig. 5(c).

D. Measuring Performance over Wireless Networks

In order to compare the performance of the various rate
control methods using standard video compression algorithms
(MPEG-4 baseline and H.263++), the following simulation
environments were employed. We set the target transmission
rate to 51.1 kb/s and the target frame rate to 10 frames/s for the
CIF News, Mobile,and Akiyo image sequences. In addition,
we used the QCIFcarphone image sequence
with a reference frame rate of 30 frames/s, a target frame
rate of 15 frames/s, and a target transmission rate of 64 kb/s.
The decoder includes the error resilience features supported
by MPEG-4/H.263++, e.g., independent segment decoding,
data partitioning, reversible variable length codes (RVLCs),
and reference picture selection [29]. Since the foveated video
bitstreams maintain 100% compatibility with the bitstream
syntax of the standard videos (MPEG and H.263), we measured
coding performance by varying the rate control algorithm for
each encoding/decoding technique.

In order to measure the coding performance over fading
channels, real fading statistics collected in the downtown area
of Austin, Texas, at 1.9 GHz were used in our simulations [30].
For channel coding, the rate compatible punctured convolu-
tional (RCPC) codes in H.223 Annex C were implemented. The
coding rate was adaptively changed according to the feedback
channel SNR and the punctured pattern in the H.223 standard.
To compare the performance of the suboptimal rate control
algorithms, the following coding methods were employed.

• Method 1: constant q regular video sequence
• Method 2: modified Q mode regular video sequence
• Method 3: constant q foveated video sequence

• Method 4: modified Q mode foveated video sequence
Fig. 6(a) shows an originalcarphoneimage and Fig. 6(b) is

the foveated version of the original image. Table II shows the
reconstructed video quality measured in PSNR and FPSNR and
the number of skip frames (per 30 frames) at the average channel
SNR of 10 dB.

For a given video sequence, it is possible to increase the
FPSNRby around 0.2 dB and reduce the number of skip frames
by 0.3–1.68 frames by usingmodified Q modecompared tocon-
stant q. In the CIF image sequences, the magnitude of the PSNR
in Method 2 and Method 4 was reduced by 0.57–0.89 dB rela-
tive to Method 1 and Method 3 while increasing the temporal
resolution. Since the CIF image sequencesAkiyoandNewsdo
not contain much high-frequency information in the background
regions, increasing the FPSNR and the temporal resolution re-
sults in a decrease in the PSNR. In theQCIF image sequence,
the value of the PSNR also increased by 0.21–0.34 dB by using
Method 2 and Method 4. Motion compensation errors are effec-
tively reduced in the background. The bits were allocated on re-
gions about the foveated face, preventing degradation in quality
from temporal error propagation.

To measure performance at low bit rates, the following simu-
lation was done. The QCIF image sequences (carphone, claire,
coastguard, foreman, salesman) were compressed by using the
above four methods at a target transmission rate of 30 kb/s over
error-free channels where each sequence consists of 300 frames.
Table III shows the reconstructed video quality and the number
of skip frames (per 30 frames). It is observed that the FPSNR is
improved and the number of skip frames is reduced by Metho 4.

E. Quality and Compression Gain Measurements

In order to compare the performance of the PSNR versus the
FPSNR, we compress both the regular and the foveated image
sequences and measure the quality as a function of the QPs. In
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Fig. 6. Original image versus foveated image. (a) Originalcarphoneimage. (b)Foveatedcarphoneimage.

TABLE II
AVERAGE VALUE OF PSNR (dB)/FPSNR (dB)/THE NUMBER OFSKIP FRAMES (PER30 FRAMES) FORH.263++ VIDEO AT THE AVERAGE CHANNEL SNR 10 dB

TABLE III
AVERAGE VALUE OF PSNR/FPSNR (dB)AND THE NUMBER OF SKIP FRAMES FOR THEQCIF IMAGE SEQUENCES(300 FRAMES) AT

30 kb/s: PS (PSNR), FS (FPSNR), NS (THE NUMBER OF SKIP FRAMES)

Fig. 7(a) and (b), the picture quality is measured using the PSNR
and the FPSNR for the “News” image sequences. The relative
variation of the PSNR and the FPSNR relative to the QPs is sim-
ilar in both I and P frames. In the regular sequence, the PSNR
is approximately equal to the FPSNR. In the foveated sequence,
the PSNR is greater than the FPSNR because the high-frequency
reduction in the background is more heavily weighted as com-
pared to the FPSNR. The FPSNR in the regular and foveated se-
quencesaresimilar. In the foveatedsequencewith three foveation
points, the motion activity is high relative to the background. The
FPSNR is slightly less than that of the regular sequence. In the
CIF“Mobile”sequence, therearea lotofmotioncompensateder-
rors over the background. Therefore, the FPSNR of the foveated
sequence is relatively larger than that of the regular sequence in
Fig. 7(c) and (d). The FPSNR drift is taken into account to obtain
the compression gain in (15) and (16).

Foveation is an effective way to improve visual quality at low
bit rates. Here, the compression gain is measured at

In Fig. 8, the compression gains and are measured by
(14)–(16) according to and the FPSNR. Whenis decreasing,
higher frequency components are coded in the regular sequence.
Thus, the compression gain increases at smallerand higher
rates. Fig. 8(a) shows the compression gainfor the “News”
image sequence. Higher compression gains are obtained in the I
frames than the P frames. In addition, foveated image sequences
with a single foveation point demonstrate higher compression
gains than sequences with multiple foveation points. In the “Mo-
bile” image sequence, a higher compression gain is found in the
P frames in Fig. 8(b). Generally, the compression gain depends
on the number of motion compensation errors and on the com-
plexity of the image sequence. The compression gain in the P
frames is 23% for the single foveation “News” sequence, 5%
for the multiple foveated “News” sequence, and 65% for the
“Mobile” sequence.

The compression gains due to nonuniform quantization
are demonstrated in Fig. 8(c) and (d) for the regular sequence
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Fig. 7. Comparison of PSNR versus FPSNR against foveation and QPs where FVT1(FVT 3) is the foveated image with 1(3) foveation point(s) and REG is the
regular image. (a) “News” I frame, (b) “News” P frame, (c) “Mobile” I frame, (d) “Mobile” P frame.

Fig. 8. Compression gainG due to foveation filtering (a), (b): (a)G for “News,” (b)G for “Mobile.” Compression gainG due to nonuniform quantization
(c)–(f): (c)G for regular “News,” (d)G for regular “Mobile,” (e)G for foveated “News,” (f)G for foveated “Mobile.”

and Fig. 8(e) and (f) for the foveated sequence. The value of
increases as the FPSNR increases. For the regular sequences,
the compression gain is in the range 5–17% for the “News” se-
quence with a single foveation point, 0–10% for the “News”
sequence with the multiple foveation points, and 0–23% for
the “Mobile” sequence. For the foveated sequences, the gain
is obtained in the range of 5–14% for the “News” sequence
with a single foveation point, 0–10% for the “News” sequence
with multiple foveation points, and 0–14% for the “Mobile” se-
quence. The gain due to the quantization is less than the gain
due to the foveation filtering. The obtained compression gains
due to nonuniform quantization are similar for the regular and
the foveated video or the I and P frames.

The total gain is obtained by (17) in Table IV. In the reg-
ular video, there is no gain obtained by the quantization at very
low bit rates. Hence, the compression gainis around zero at
low rates. As the rates are increased, it is possible to manipu-
late the total bit budget over the curvilinear coordinates to ob-
tain larger compression gains. Since the total gain for foveated

TABLE IV
TOTAL COMPRESSIONGAIN: NEWS 1 HAS ONE FOVEATION POINT, NEWS 3

HAS THREE FOVEATION POINTS

video includes the gain due to foveation filtering and nonuni-
form quantization, the compression gains can be improved in
the range of 5%–40% relative to the normal video. In the Mo-
bile sequence, motion compensation errors are effectively re-
duced in the background. Thus, the compression gain is im-
proved 68% for P frames. On the other hands, in the “News”
sequence with three foveation points, the compression gain is
slightly increased due to the low-/high-frequency reduction in
the P frames (2%–7%).
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The potential benefit that can accrue from using foveated
image/video coding is a possible dramatic improvement in
visual quality for a given number of target bits. Given a fixation
point(s) and a set of viewing parameters, the local bandwidth of
the image can be from models of the human visual system [6].
In order to evaluate foveated image/video quality, the FSNR
has been utilized to measure the reconstructed picture quality.
The development of optimal rate control algorithms makes it
possible to improve the picture quality for a given target bit
rate.

Most traditional rate control algorithms are focused on max-
imizing the SNR of the reconstructed picture using a Lagrange
multiplier method. In this paper, we established the optimal
rate control algorithm for maximizing the visual quality while
maximizing the FSNR using a Lagrange multiplier method
along curvilinear coordinates. Moreover, we introduced several
efficient rate control algorithms: the nonuniform target bit
allocation for MPEG TM5, the exponential expression for the
rate–distortion model in curvilinear coordinates, the HPW

– (rate–distortion) model for efficient rate control, and so
on.

For H.263 video coding, a suboptimal rate control algorithm
was developed. In this algorithm, we classify macroblocks into
two groups according to the average local frequency. For the
group whose frequency is less than a specified threshold, we
used a constant QP. For the other group, we decided a QP for
each macroblock while considering the quantization mode, the
Lagrange cost function, and the average local frequency.

From the simulation results, we demonstrated that the optimal
rate control for minimizing the FMSE is supplies excellent vi-
sual fidelity. In addition, using the HPW – model, the re-
constructed picture quality using the suboptimal rate control al-
gorithm is close to that obtained using optimal rate control. For
efficient implementation, an iterative algorithm was introduced
to reduce the search time required to find the optimal Lagrange
multiplier .

In order to demonstrate the performance of foveated video
coding at very low bit rates, we compared the reconstructed
picture quality of the normal video with that of foveated video.
For foveated video, we set the rate to be equivalent to the
number of bits generated by normal coding. Using foveated
video, we demonstrated a significant increase in the FPSNR
compared to normal video. Overall, for certain very low bit
rate coding applications, where foveation is a reasonable tech-
nology, foveated compression and rate control shows great po-
tential in terms of compression performance, speed, and visual
quality.
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